5-Fluoro deoxyuridine (5-F-dU) is classified as a halogenated nucleotide. 5-F-dU is able to pair with both A and G purines, and A:(5-F-dU) and G:(5-F-dU) base pairs are more stable than A:T and G:T (mismatch) base pairs, respectively. This property has been used to synthesize single, unique hybridization probes for use in cDNA library screening. Such individual probes are more selective for particular gene sequences, particularly low abundance sequences, than sets of mixed hybridization probes, which use often leads to spurious hybridization (1).

5-F-dU can be incorporated into oligos as labels to enable probing of DNA/RNA secondary structure by 19F NMR (2). Oligos in which 5-F-dU was substituted for T have also been used to probe the structure of T-CG inversions in anti-parallel triple helices (3). In that study, 5-F-dU was found to have higher binding affinity for the CG base pair than thymine, and much higher affinity than other halogenated derivatives. Thus, 5-F-dU may have the potential to enhance the ability of a triple-helix forming oligo (TFO) to recognize this motif within a target DNA or RNA molecule (4).

Because the dipole moment of the C-F bond in 5-F-dU is similar to that of the C-Br bond in both 5-Br-dU and 5-Br-dC, 5-F-dU can function as a non-photoreactive "polarity placeholder" during conversion of a SELEX-identified aptamer into a photo-aptamer (5). For example, aptamers selected from a candidate nucleic acid mixture containing 5-F-dU instead of thymine could subsequently be optimized post-SELEX by replacing 5-F-dU with either 5-Br-dU or 5-Br-dC, both of which are highly photo-reactive. The similarity in the relevant dipole moments of these halogenated nucleotides helps ensure that the binding affinity of the post-SELEX-optimized photo-aptamer for its target is the same, or nearly the same, as that of the original aptamer. References
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